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1. Choose the right answer and write in the blanks given: 

“  It is better to go and live in the forest than to suffer fools.” 

1. The above statement was said by______________ 

a) Panchu Pyne b) Goopy Gyne c) Bagha Byne  d) Kanu Kyne 

 

2. The villagers brought ________________to chase him. 

a) dogs  b) stones  c) sticks  d) iron rods 

 

3. In these lines the word ‘fools’ refers to as __________________ 

a) tolerating poor people   b) tolerating intelligent people 

b) tolerating  wise people   d) tolerating foolish people 

    II State whether the following statements are True or False: 

1. Kanu Kyne was the father of Bagha Byne. _______________________ 

2. To Goopy the sound of Bagha sounded melodious. _________________ 

3. Goopy Gyne and Bagha Gyne were Cousins. _________________ 

4. Goopy could sing only one song. _________________ 

III. Circle the correct words for each of the meanings given. 

a) tremble-         i) move      ii) slip           iii) raise          iv) shiver 

b) appreciate-    i) to criticize   ii) to congratulate   iii) to understand   iv) to praise 

c) fortune-          i) miracle      ii) foresee    iii) luck             iv) opportunity 

d) accomplished- i) praise    ii) continued    iii) achieved   iv) performed 

e) stumble-          i) to walk steadily   ii) to fail    iii) to drag    iv) to control 

f) terrified-         i) discouraged    ii) excited frightened          iv) determined 



 

 

IV Complete the following sentences: 

1. The villagers decided that they would buy him a drum that was __________________ 

______________________________________________________________________ . 

2. While playing the drum, Goopy Gyne would __________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Whenever Bagha felt hungry, he would go back to the village_____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. The terrible beast was none other than ______________________________________ 

V. Frame meaningful sentences on your own with the words given below: 

1.throbbing:_________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. gape: ____________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

3. appreciate: _______________________________________________________________ 

      __________________________________________________________________________ 

V. Answer the following question: 

1. Why did Goopy decide to run away from the forest? 

Ans: _______________________________________________________________________ 

              _________________________________________________________ ______________ 
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